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11_. N_r_, study was undertaken by the NASA Langley Research Center to determine the noise
reduction potential of the 0-2 airplane in order to reduce its aura1 detection
distance. Static and flyover noise measurements weremade to document the noise
signature of the unmodified airplane.

The results show that significant reductions in aural detection distance can be
achieved by the combination of propeller geometry changes and the addition of
engine exhaust mufflers. The best results were estimated for the aircraft
equipped with a six-blade propeller operating at 3/4 engine speed in combination
with a 3.49 ft3 exhaust muffler installed on each engine. Detection distance fcr I
the modified aircraft is estimated to be reduced from about 4-I/4 miles to about I
l-I/2 miles when the aircraft is operating at an altitude of l,O00 ft over grassy 1
terrain. Reducing the altitude to 300 ft over a leafy jungle ground cover should I
reduce the aural detection distance to 0.9 miles. I
Reduced aural detection distances were also indicated for a modification utilizinoI
a direct-drive six-blade propeller of reduced radius along with smaller exhaust
mufflers. The correspondingaural detection distances are reduced to about
I-3/4 miles and l mile, respectively (l,OOO ft altitude over grass and 300 ft
altitude over leafy jungle ground cover).
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NOISE REDUCTION STUDIEC VOR THE

CESSNA MODEL 537 (0-2) AIRPL_IE

By Andrew B. Connor, David A. Hilton,
and Richard C. Dingeldeln

SUMMARY

A study was undertaken by the NASA Langley Research Center to determine the

noise reduction potential of the 0-2 airplane in order to reduce its aural

detection distance. Static and flyover noise measurements were made to docu-

ment the noise signature of the unmodified airplane.

The results show that significant reductions in aural detection distance

can be achieved by the combination of propeller geometry changes and the
addition of engine exhaust mufflers. The best results were estimated for the

aircraft equipped with a slx-blade propeller operating at 3/4 engine speed in

combination with a 5.29 ft3 exhaust muffler installed on each engine. Detec-
tion distance for the modified aircraft is estlmated to be reduced from about

&-l/& miles to about I-1/2 miles when the aircraft is operating at an altitude

of 1,O00 ft over grassy terrain. Reducing the altitude to 300 ft over a leafy
Jungle ground cover should reduce the aural detection dlstance to 0.9 mile.

Reduced aural detection distances were also indicated for a modification

utilizing a dlrect-drive slx-blade propeller of reduced radius along with
smaller exhaust mufflers. The corresponding aural detection distances are

reduced to about i-3/_ miles and 1 mile, respectively (ItO00 ft altitude over
grass and 300 ft altitude over leafy Jungle ground cower).

INTRODUCTI_

In response to a Department of Defense request, NASA has undertaken an
analytlcal study of the noise reduction potential of the Cessna Model 397 (0-2)

airplane in terms of the aural detection distance. This effort specifically
involves: (i) measuring the noise characteristics of the basic aJ_qJlane in
low-speed cruising flip,t, (2) studying possible modlfications a_d esti_ati_

the associated noise reductions, (3) evaluating the effects of these modlfica-

tions on the aural detection distance of the alrcraft_ and (4) estimating the
effects of such noise reduction modifications on the performance and stability
of the aircraft. These preliminary studies represent an assessment of the
potential overall reductions in noise level rather than a precise design concept
that is the optimum from a design viewpoint. This paper documents the KASA
efforts in accomplishing the above objectives.
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SYMBOLS

A propeller dlsk area

A(x) area of blade cross section

B number of propeller blades

CD drag coefficient, dra_

l/2p s

lift
CL llft coefficient, -l/2pv2s

Cp power coefficient, 550 SHP
p n3 D5

thrust

CT thrust coefficient, 2
p n D4

D propeller diameter, ft

J Bessel function of order mB

Mt propeller rotational tip Mach number

N revolutions per minute

Q propeller shaft torque, ib-ft

R propeller tip radius, ft

Re effective propeller radius, ft

S wing area

T thrust

V velQcity, true airspeed

X slant range distance from airplane to observer, feet

dB decibels, re 0.0002 _ynee/cm 2

f frequency, cps
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fr resonant frequency, cps

m order o£ harmonic of propelle ''

n revolutions per second

p root-mean-square sound pressure of given harmonic, ib/ft2

qo free-stream dynamic pressure

" qt dynamic pressure at the tail

s distance from propeller to observer, ft

x oercent propeller radius

azimuth angle measured from the thrust axis of propeller
(0° is in front)

% v
propeller efficiency, _pp .

o propeller blade element solidity

p mass density of air

w propeller angular velocity, rad/sec

cps cycles per second

V/riD propeller advance ratio parameter

M.A.C. mean aerodynamic chord

_P military rated power

NRP normal rated power

R/C rate of climb

SHP shaft horsepower

SPL sound pressure level

TAS true airspeed

THP thrust horsepower

T.O. takeoff

}
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Subs crlpts

e englne

p propeller

t.p. tail pipe

max maximum

APPARATUS AND METHODS

i Test Airplane

The test airplane for the studies of this paper is a 4,900 pound gross

weight high-wing monoplane powered by two Continental 210 horsepower direct-

drive engines. The propulsion system is uniquely configured with one engine

nose mounted and driving a tractor pro_ller, and the other engine rear _unted
and driving a pusher propeller. The propellers on each engine are constant-

speed two-bl_de 76-inch diameter and are identical in respect to chord and

pitch distribution. The photographs of figure 1 show the Cessna Model 337 test
airplane which will hereafter be referred to as the O-2. A three-vlew line

drawing with a llst of the principal physlcal dimensions of the airplane is

presented in figure 2. Aircraft and pilot were provided for the tests by the

Cessna Aircraft Company, manufacturer of the 0-2 airplane.

Test Conditions

i Noise measurement tests were conducted on January 31, 1967, at the NASA

Wallops Station, where use was made of the main paved runwmy surface and the
associated flat terrain for locating instrtu_entation and for obtainir_ both
static and flyby noise measurements.

Typical terrain features of the Wallops test area are shown in the photo-
! graphs of figure 3(a), which is a view looking north from the run_y center
:, line, and figure _(b), which is a view to the south. A schematic di_ of

the microphone arrays for these tests is illustrated in figure 4.J

Noise Measuring Equipment

The noise measuring instrumentation for these tests is illustrated by the
block diagram of figure 5. The microphones were of a conventional piesoelectric

ceramic type having a frequency response flat to within ±3 _ over the frequency
range of 20 to 12,000 cpS. The outputs of all the microphones &t each station

_ were recorded on m_ltichannel _ape recorders. The entire soun_ _ure_nt
system was calibrated in the field before _ after the fli6ht ueasurements by

_- means of conventional discrete frequency calibrators supplied by the Llcro-

phone manufacturers. The data records were plied _ck from the ta@e (truing

/
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the playback system shown in fig. 5) to obtain the sound pressure level time

histories and both broad-band and narrow-band spectra.

Aircraft Operation

Noise measurements were taken of the aircraft under static run.u_ and

flight conditions, recording individually the front engine, the rear englne,

and both engines simultaneously. Operating conditions for the flight measure-
ments were selected by the aircraft manufacturer's test pilot. After the fly-

over data were obtained, these same conditions were repeated for the static
measurements. Table I lists the conditions for both flight and static tests
for which data were obtained.

Static noise survey.- The static measurements were +_Lkenwith the micro-

phone array shown schematically by figure _(a). The microphones were positioned

at _0° interw_is on a _O-ft radius from the hub of each propeller _n_-n the

engines were operated individually and from a point mldwa_ between the two

engines when both were operated together. Engine parameters, that is, rpm and
manifold pressure, were recorded manually f_'omthe pilot's instrument display.
Engine brake horsepower was determined from the pilot's handbook for the Indl-
cated parameters.

Flyover noise surveys.- The flyover norse measurements were taken with the
recording equipment arrayed as shown schematically _y figure _(b). The airplane
was flown at 300 and 1,0OO ft altitudes on each engine individually and both

engines simultaneously as listed in table I. Engine parameters, _in, were
recorded manually from the pilot's instrument _isplay. Altitude and course

over the recording equipment were tracked and recorded by a GSN/5 r_ tracki_
unit for accurate position data. Radar position information was transmitted to

the pilot as an assist so that course and altitude were mair,tained from approxi-
mately i mile prior to and i mile beyond the microphone position.

Atmospheric Conditions

Weather data were recorded in the vicinity of the test site. S_u-_ce winds

were 2 to 4 knots variable, te_erature ranged from -5O C to 1.70 Cp and the
relative humidity was approximately 70 percent during the time of these tests.

MEASURED NOISE CNARACTE_ISTICS OF THE

BASIC AIRPLANE

The analytical stud_ to define the noise-reduction l_tentlal for the

0,,,2 simians, and which will be curarised later in _ pm_er, a,e,eulms a 10W
eruisln_ speed and twin englne operation at a c_ined brake hc_sel_r st 120.
The _sic alrcrtft noise sl_atures used as a reference were obtalne4 for

• conditions in which each engine was operated individually at &pproxl_tely
1_0 horsepower, e_d with slsnaltaneous engine operation at approx_tely
60 horsepower each.

I

%
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Static Noise Signature

A sample narrow band analysis of the noise recorded in the plane of the

front propeller at a distance of 50 ft is presented in figure 6. This record

was taken at 2,400 engine rpm while the rear-mounted engine was shut down. These

data were reduced with the aid of a 5 cps bandwidth filter and are depicted for
the range of frequencies up to about 900 cps. Shown in the figure are the

individual noise components corresponding to the significant engine firing

frequencies and the propeller noise frequencies. The engine frequencies are

indicated as some integral multiple times the cylinder firing frequency f,
which for a four-cycle engine is equal to the revolutions per _econd divided

by 2. The propeller noise components are identified by their mB values,
where m is the harmonic number and B is the number of blades.

Records such as these disclose the most prominent sources of noise from

the airplane over the frequency range and indicate where effort ,,,stbe directedto reduce the external noise level.

!
Flyover Noise Signaturesf

Typical flyover noise data are presented in £igure 7 where the sound
pressure levels in the various octave bands are shown for the three measurements

i obtained during low-speed cruise flight at an altitude of 900 ft. These data
compare the signatures for separate front and rear engine operation and for

! simultaneous engine operation. Somewhat lower noise levels are seen to be
@

i associated with only the rear engine operating. It is a fact that this mode
also results in some improvement in performance (i.e., lower power required),

_ probably as a result of cleaning up the airflow over the aft portion of the

I fhselage. The lower noise Level shown, however, is believed primarily due to a_, small muffler installed on the rear engine as standard equipment.

.' The signature obtained with both engines opersting was used in co, unction

i with the band data to establish the baseline for the aural detection
n_rrow

distance calculations. For each operating condition of figure 7, the octave
band levels presented are the maximum values measured regardless of the time at

_ which they occurred.

A_N MDDIFICATIONS ANALYZED FOR TIIIS STUEY

Using the measured noise spectrum obtained for the _eic 0..2 aircraft with

normBl engine operation, studies were _e uslng available analytical tech_lques
to estimate the aircraft noise reduction that might be expected from propeller
changes and the use of engine exhaust mufflers. These studies were conducted
with the view of obtaining significant noise reductions in the critical octave

bands vlth minimum effect on aircraft performance. Hence, the propeller

efficiency in various flight conditions, including its static-thrust ca_bllity,

was an important factor, as was the ability of the mnffler to quiet the e_Ine
without seriously penalizing the overall aircraft performance. The modlflcatloas

-6-
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selected as indicative of practical fixes that are estimated to provide sub-
stantial reductions in the aural detection distance of this aircraft are listed

in teb!e I!, in which the modifications are briefly described. Details of the

propeller and the muffler azmlyses are given in appendixes A and B, respec-
tively. The effect on overall aircraft weight is presented in appendix C, and

the estimated performance of the 0-2 aircraft equipped with modlflcatlon I

(A or B) or modification II is presented and co_pared with the basic 0-2 in

appendix D.

Modification I-A and I-B

The simplest modification (modification I) involves changing the number of

propeller blades from two to six, reducing the propeller diameter from 76 in.
to 6h in. to reduce the tip Mach number without the need for a gemming change,

and the addition of a single chamber resonator muffler to the exhaust system of

each engine. Two mufflers have been considered; one having a volume of 2.22 cu

ft (modification I-A), and another having a volume of 5.55 c,/ft (modificationI

I-B). Modification I was analyzed for twin-engine operation at 2,400 rpm, and
the power required is 60 horsepower per engine.

The forward muffler was assumed to be externally mounted underneath the
aircraft and aft of the nose wheel. From the information made available for

this study, it appeared that the rear muffler could be installed inside the
rear engine compartment (see appendix C).

Modlfl catlon II

Modification II requires the use of a slx-blade propeller, a return to

the original propeller dlameter of 76 inches, sad the installation of a
5/2:1 propeller reduction gear box on each engine in order to reduce the blade

tip Mach number. A 5.29 cu ft double expansion chamber muffler is also
required for each engine. Both mufflers are iO ft long and were assumed to be
externally mounted alongside each other on the left side of the aircraft (see

appendix C).

ESTIMAT_D NOISE CHARACTERISTICS OF TKE .MODIFIED AIRPLANE

Octave band noise spectra for the basic airplane and the _ested modi-"
ficatlons were estimated from available measured results and prediction tech-
niques as described in the appendixes for the cases Just described. These
spectra are presented in figure 8 and provide the basis for making the aural
detection distance estimates.

The _oise in the fifth and higher octave bar_ls consists of a wide range of

random frequencies to which the propeller vortex noise is an important contribu-
tc_. This latter noise energy is shown in reference 1 to vary as the sixth
power of the tip speed amt the first power of the total propeller blade area.

1975010159-009
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The dependence of the sound pressure leveL, which is the quantity dealt with in

this paper, is as the square root of _he energy dependence. The measured sound

pressure levels for the five highest octave bands are accordingly adjusted to
account for the change in the vortex noise associated with the propellers used
in modifications I and If.

DETZ_MINATION OF AURAL DETECTION DISTANCE FOR

BASIC AND MODIFIED AIRCRAFT

This section is a summary of the techniques and procedures employed in thls

paper for determinln_ aura! detection distance, and it includes the assun_tlons
upon which the estimates are based along with reference citations.

Basic Assu_tions Reiatln_ to De%ectlon

In addition to the noise source characteristics (see refs. 2 and )), it is
weLl-known that the aural detection of a noise involves such factors as the

transmission characteristics of the path over which the noise travels (see

refs. h, _, 6, 7, and 8), and the acoustic conditions at the observer location

(see refs. [_and 9), as well as the hes/in_ ability of the observer (see ref.
lO). Attempts have been made to account for all of the pertinent factors in the
above categories for the calculations of detection distance which follow.

Attenuation factors.- Be attenuation factors associated with %2)et_s-

mission of noise _om the source to the observer are asz_ed _o involve the

well-known inverse distance law, and atmospheric abso1_tion due to vlscosi42J

heat conduction, and small-scale turbulence, along with terrain absor_tlon.
This latter effect is dependent upon the evaluation angle betwee_ the sottrcee_ld

the observer (see ref. h). For the purposes of this paper these factors are

taken into account as determined by the followi_ equation:

P.L. (f,x) - 20 lO_lo _ K2 + . KI) xi000

where propagatlon loss (P.L.) is computed for each frequency and distance
combination and where the first term on the right-hand side of the eqtmtlon
accounts for the spherical spreadin4; of the raves. In this eommectlon x is
the distance for which the calculation is _I/_ maAe and A is the Tefe_e

i distance for which measured data are available. The remslnlmg %ez_D whichrepresent propagation losses and which are Kiven in coefficient form e_e
defined as follovs 4

KI represents the atmospheric absorption due to viscosl1_r add he_t con-
ductlon and Is expressed in dB per 1,000 ft. The yalues of KI v_ry aS a
function of frequency and for the purposes of this paper are those of %he

-8-
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following table. For frequencies up to _X) cps the data are tak2n from refer-

ence h, and for the higher frequencies from reference 7.

Octave Band No. Center Freq. dB Loss per 1,000 ft

1 31.5 0.1
2 65 0.2
5 125 0.3
_. 25o o.D
) _o o.7
6 I000 i._

7 2000

8 _000 7.7
9 8o00 I_._

u_e is the attenuation in the atmosphere due to small-scale turbulence.A val of 1.5 dB per l,O00 ft is assumed independent of frequency for the

frequency range from 2_O to 4000 cycles (see ref. 8).

K3 also is expressed in dB per 1,000 ft and includes both atmospheric
absorption and terrain absorption. The values used are those of reference

which are listed for widely varying conditions of vegetation and ground cover.
The data of reference _ have been reproduced in a more convenient form in refer-

ence 6. Calculatlon_ included herein make use of the data of reference 6_
particularly curve (b) of figure I which represents the condition of heavy

grass cover (18 inches high) and the upper bound of curve _ of fly,we 2, which

represents conditions of a leafy J_le with approximately 100 ft "8ee-throu_"

a_neis a weightlng factor to account for the single, measured fromvisibility'pl between the noise source and the observer. The v_lues ofthe ground

_ assumed for the present calculations were taken from fJ4_l_ _ of refer-

_nce 0 and are seen to vary from zero for angles greater than 7° to 1.0 for an

a_gle of 0°.

Ambient noise level conditions end human hearln_.- The detectability of •
noise is also a function of the ambient masking noise conditions at the listen-

ing station and the hearlnE abilities of the listener. Since they ire Somev_t
related_ they will be discussed together.

The ambient noise level conditions assumed for these studies were based on

data from references 5 and 9 which were obtained in Jun_le envirormmnta. It

was indicated in reference _ that a noise made up of discrete tone ccmpcaent%
is detectable if it is within 9 d_ of the background noise (random In _tttre)

in any particular octave band. Thus, the corTespondin_ _easuz_d spectra of
references 5 and 9 have been reduced by 9 _ to account for the •bo_ differ-

ence in the masked and the maskin_ spectra. The only exception tO this pro-
cedure was employed in the evaluation of modification II. For this csse the

i critical noise component for detection was the brosd-bez_d vortex noise. At
- | frequency bands where vortex holes was critical the _@k_ r_lae levels

I referred to above were not reduced by 9 _.

-9-
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The resulting octave band spectra have been further adjusted to account

for the critical band width of the human ear (ref. i0), according to the

following equation, to give masking level values for each band.

_foctave
Masking level, dB _ octave band level, dB - I0 loglO

_fcritical

where the Afoctave and _fcritlcal values corresponding to standard octave

band center frequencies are given in the follc_ing table:

Octave band 51.5 63 125 290 900 i000 2000 4000 8000

! center freq., cps

_foctave, cps 22 _h 88 177 _5_ 707 i_I_ 2828 5696

_fcrltical' cps .... 50 90 90 66 .00 220 900

_foctave -- 2.9 5.5 8.5 10.7 11.9 11.1 lO._

i0 lOglO Afcrltical

The values of the last row in the above table have been subtracted f_the

octave band values to adjust them to the masking level spectrsvhichdefine

boundaries of the Jungle noise criteria detection region of figure 9.

Lik_._wlse,a threshold of hearing curve for the ,Anaided e&r (taken from
ref. h) is made use of since it represents the levels of pure tone moise that

is Just detectable on the average by healthy young adults. The i_llcstion
here is that noises having levels lover than those Of the threshold of hearlr_

curve at corresponding frequencies will not be detectable. Thu_, the threshold
of hearing curve is the determining factor of detection at the lover frequencies.

_ No attempt is made to account for possible btmoaral effects In_e studies
of the present paper.

Estimation Methods

Reference detection distances for each aircr_ confli_tion £0_ flii_zt"

altitudes of 1,O00 and _X) ft and for ground cover condLttons represeDtdative
of both 18-inch grass and 100-foot"see-thzoug_' leafy _u_e, have been deter-
mined vtth the aid of figure 9 and the noise sllp_st_r_ data of figure 8. Xn

figAre 9 the octave band noise levels at various distances have _eem estlmste4
by taking into account the appropriate atmospheric and terr_n losses. Also
shown in the figure is a threshold of hearing curve sad s bead labeled "_ve_e
noise detection criteria." The lower boundary of this area represents oask1_

levels in a relativel_ quiet Jungle location in the Caa_l Zame (re_. _). _be

upper boundary on the other hand represents a relattvel_y sore nol_ ssskAn_
level condition based on measurements in Thailand (ref. 9). These data have
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been compared with and found to be generally compatible with results of recent,

but unpublished, Jungle noise surveys taken at Fort Clay_on in the Canal Z_e.
In the determination of tho maximum d_stanee at which the alrcraf_ can be

detected aurally, it was assumed that such detection was possible at the dis-
tance at which the level of airc:aft noise in an_ octave band equaled or

exceeded either the mmsklng level curve or the threshold of hearing curve.

Detection Distance Estimates

The a,_ral dezection dlstances estimated for the basic 0-2 aircraft and the

selected modifications using the previously d!scu__ed criteria _re presented in
table III.

Depending upon whether the ground cover consists of leafy Jungle or 18-in.

grass, respectively, the basic air_raft will be detected aur_lly at distances
of about 2.9 and &.2 miles when operating at an altitude of l,O00 ft. The

distances are reduced to ap_roximatel_ 1.6 and 3.8 miles vhen the aircraft Is
flown at _0 ft. These detection distances are largely attributed to the pro-

peller and engine exhaust noise in the second and third octave bands (center

frequencies 65 and 195 cps, respectively_.

Use of an ungeared six-blade propeller of reduced radius (52 inches com.
pared to the standard radius of 3_ inches) along with a single chamber resonator

-_,ffler installed on each engine is estimated to provide a significant reduction

in the aural detection distance. Use of imiividual engine uIAfflers having
volumes of 2.22 and 5.33 cubic feet is estlmB_d to reduce the aural detcctlon

distances of modifications I-A and I-B for flight at an altitude of _OO ft over

leafy Jungle cover to approximately l-1/_ mile and I mile, respectively.

Modification II provides about the moat noise reduction that appears

reasonable to accce_lish with modifications to the propeller, propeller/englne

gearing, and the use of exhaust mufflers. For this case requiring a six-blade,
6.33-ft diameter, 0.75:1 geared propeller _.nda 3._9 cuft double expanzlon

chamber exhaust muffler attached to each engine, the aural detection distance

,_ssoclateavlth the aircraft flying at an altitude of 1,000 ft over grassy
_-rrsin Is reduced from about _-i/_ miles to i-1/2 miles. At an altitude of
_g)0ft over leafy Jungle cover the mini_Am &ural detection distance is estl-
rated to be. about 0.9 mile.

Effect of Ground Cover and Observer Position

Table 111 indicates c_early how t_e grourA cover and observer position play

an important part in the estimated aural detection distance. For fli_t over
l_-in, grass, reducing the altitude of the aircraft tested (_slc 0-2) from

l,O00 ft to _00 ft reduces the detection distamce b_ onl_ about 10 percent.

Locating the observer in a moderately de_se Jungle, .._than sverage "see-
through" distance of 100 ft (leafy Jungle case) is _e¢_.to reduce the detection

distance from that for 18-1n. _'ass cover _ so_e _¢ and 60 percent, respectlvel_,

for slrcrs_t altitudes of 1,000 and _00 ft. For the leafy J._r_le gro_md cover,
]o_erlng the al_Itu_e Of the aircraft from 1,0_ ft to _0 _% Is seen to reduce

: - I!-
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the estim_.ted aural detection distance by 43 percen xnoted previously in

the discussion of attenuation factors, the terrain has an increasingly larger
influence as the elevation angle of the noise source as viewed by an observer

on the ground becomes less than 7° . This approximately corresponds to ratios

of the aircraft slant range to the aircraft altitude greater than 8.

EFFECTS OF AIRPLANE CONFIGURATION MODIFICATIONS

Selection of the configuration modifications considered the effects on the

aircraft performance and stability in addition to the potential noise attenu-

ation. For the modifications presented in this paper, estimated weight

increases are approximately 16 pounds for modification I-A, 43 pounds Aor I-B
and 117 pounds for modification II. The_e changes in empty weight were

assumed to have no effect on useful load and their effect on other performance

parameters in all cases turned out to be less than I percent. For a more

detailed discussion, the reader is referred to appendix D.

The maximum change in the aircraft center-of-gravity location at maximum
gross weight was 0.2 percent MAC for modification II.

CONCLUDING REMARE_

A study has been conducted to assess the external noise reduction potential

and the aural detection distance of the 0-2 air_lane in cruise flight. The
analysis is based in part upon ground and flight measurements of the noise of

the unmodified aircraft and upon available methods of predicting the reductions

associated with propeller changes and the use of exhaust _/fflers.

The analysis indicates that the aural detection distance of the basic

0-2 aircraft is due to the propeller and the englne-exhaust noise in the seco_

and third octave bands (center frequencies 63 and 129 cps, respectively).

The results show that significant reductions in the aural detection

distance can be achieved by changing the propeller geometry to lower the blac1e

tip Math number (reduction gearing or shortened radius) _ decrease the blade
loading and raise the blade passage frequency (additional blades). Exhaust

muffling is also required in order to reduce the engine noise.

i. The largest practical reduction was predicted for a six-blade

propeller, operating at a reduced tip speed through a 3/4:1 propeller-%o-emgine

gear box used in conjunction with a 3.49 cuft double exlmmslon chamber Imffler

on each engine. Detection distance in this case, for the airplane operating

1,000 ft over grassy terrain, is reduced from roughly _-I/4 miles to about
; 1-i/2 miles. At an altitude of 300 ft over lea_y Jungle cover the minimum

aural detection distance is estimated to be about 0.9 mile.

- 12-
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2. Significant though smaller reductions were predicted for modifications
consisti:_ of an ungeared six-blade propeller of reduced diameter used in con-
junction with single-chamberresonator _fflers. Two muffler sizes, 2.22 and
3.33 _A ft per e_Ine, were also Innorporated. The mln_ aural detection
distance estimated for the modified aircraft fl_ing at _00 ft over leaf_

Jungle cover is approximately I-i/4 and i mile, respectively.
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APPEN_DIX A

PROPELLER NOISE AND PERFORMANCE CONSIDERATIONS

By John L. Crigler

Langley Research Center

For prcpeller-driven airplanes, the most important parameters to be con-
sidered in reducing the propeller noise are the propeller rotational tip speed

and the number of blades. Experimental data (ref. A-l) show that for a given

design conaition of engine power and airplane speed, the propeller noise can be
reduced by a reduction in propeller tip speed, or by an Increas-_ in blade
number or both. Lesser reductions In noise may also be realized by decreasln_

the power-disc loading (larger, slower turning propellers, operating at the
same tip speed).

This appendix contains a description of the procedure used to estimate
the performance of several propellers that could be fitted to the design con-

ditions of the O-2A airplane, along with estimates of the sound pressure levels

generated by the propellers operating in a low-power level cruise-fllght
condition.

Propeller Selections

The unmodified O-2A is powered by two Continental engines rated at 210 hp

at 2,800 rpm. Each engine directly drives a two-blade, 6.355-ft diameter
varlable-pltch propeller. The propeller is designed to absorb the rated power
in cruise at 17h knots at sea level.

One alternate direct-drlve propeller design entailed a reduction in

diameter to 5.535 feet in order to reduce the rotational tip speed. Because

of the reduced diameter, more blade area was required to absorb the power.

The increased blade area was obtained by an increase in the number of propeller
blades to six in order to give an additional reduction in the noise level. For
the second modification an engine to propeller gear ratio of 0.79: _ was

selected for a 6.5_3-ft diameter propeller. For noise considerations, six
blades are recommended.

The performance of each of the propellers has been estimated and co,areal

in table A-I. Also tabulated in table A-I are the number of blades, and the
solidity per blade required (geometrically similar blades assumed). The per-

formances listed in the table were estimated with the aid of references A-2,

A-3, and A-_.

The propeller noise levels for all configurations were estimated for
distance of 50 feet from the source by the method given in reference A-1 _d by

the method given in A-_, and are presented in table A-If. For convenlencep
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equation (18) of reference A-5 (neglecting the thrust terms and in a slightly

different £orm) is given as,

._'hefirst term in equation (A-l) gives the "thickness noise" or noise due to

the blade cross section and is not considered in reference A-I. It may be seen

that the second term in equation (A-I) is the same as equation (I) in reference
A-I when the thrust term is neglected. Examination of the equations for both
methods shows that the calculated "thrust noise" becomes zero for the 90O

a imuth. The measured noise levels taken on the 90° azimuth are also included

in the table for comparxson.

The noise levels for all propellers in table A-II are for the same engine

power and speed (total brake horsepower for two engines operating at 2,400 rpm
= 120). The cruise level flight velocity of the O-PA airplane at sea level is

approximately 87 knots for 120 hp.

The calculations indicate that about I0 dB reduction in noise can be

realized by reducing the blade diameter to 5.533 feet and increasing the

blade number to six, with no change in engine gearing. Larger reductions in
noise can be realized by lowering the ratio of propeller speed to engine speed

with no reduction in propeller diameter. For 6.333-ft diameter propellers
geared to 3/h the engine speed the calculations indicate a reduction of about

17 dh at the blade passage frequency when the power absorbed is 60 hQrsepower
per propeller. The performance calculations in table A-I indicate the a_ove

reductions in noise may be realized without any loss in propeller performance.

- A-2-
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APPENDIX B

0-2 ENGINE NOISE R_DUCTI0_

By Ton_ L. Parrott

Langley Research Center

Throughout the study of noise reduction for the 0-2 aircraft, the engine
noise spectrum that was measured with only the front englne operatir_ has been

taken as the noise signature of the unmodified engine. This is necessary

because the basic configuration of this a_rcraft, as supplied by the -_nufac-
tuer, included a small muffler fitted to the _ft engine. Hence, the measured
spectrum for the forward engine is assumed to be similar to what would be

measured for the aft ensine if the present muffler were removed, thereby

enabling the results of the study to be applicable to the aft as well as the
forward engine.

Muffler Design

Three muffler configurations were analyzed for the 0-2 alrcratt. The

relative performance of these confl_nArations is indicated in figure B-I where

the estimated overall sound preseure level resulting from the appllemtion of
each _ffler configuration is plotted against the muffler volume, It will be

noted that two of the configurations (single chamber resomators) differ onIM

in their tailplpe resonance frequency. It can be seen from the performance

estimate that all three configurations provide approximately the sue attLnu-
atlon to within five decibels over the r_ng_ of volumes considered.

Engine noise.- The unmuffled exhaust sound pressure level correspon4ing to
an engine speed of 2,200 rpm is shown by the dashed curve in figure B-2. This
spectrum was obtained from a _ cps bandwidth analysis of tape recordings made

during static aircraft runs at a distance of 90 feet. The spectrum shows t_t

the _verall noise level from the engine is approxlmatel_ ill decibels with the
major contribution coming from a 120 c9_ e_onent which corresponds to %he

englne fundamental frequency at 2,200 .-pro.The dashed llne, in fi_ B-2,
connecting the discrete c_onent lewls of the spectrtlm ah_ by the Sy1_OlS
will be called the spectrum envelope in order to emphasize the fact that a
discrete frequency spectrum is being discussed. It w_a found to be _ con-

venient to deal with the envelope for the puttee of estl_ting the effect of
various _Affl,:r designs on the noise spectrum.

Single 9hamber resonators.- The lower cur_ of figure B-2 ahov_ the
estimated spectrum resulting from a 2._ cubic fo<ytsi_q_le-c_r re_t_

with a tailpipe resonance of 1,000 cps (%ailplpe length - 1 f%). SlmilArl_,
fixate B-_ shows the spectrum modlfle_tlon due to a _.5_ cubic fOot sIm_le

ch_ber resonator with a tallplpe re_o_ting at _77 cps (t_ilpipe lez_th equals
2.69 feet). _ote that the overall performance of these _fler configurations
differ by only _ dB; however, the details of the spectrum modlflmatlom saw

i
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I quite different. Their difference is due entirely to the different tailplpe
frequencies. It should be clear from this comparison that some degree of trial

and error is necessary to optimize a given set of filter elements for desired
overall noise reduction and spectrum detail.

Double expansion chamber.- In figure B-_ Is shown the spectrum modification
due to a double expansion chamber-type muffler with a tailplpe length of i foot

! and hence, a resonance frequency of !,000 c_ps. This configuration is seen to be
very effective from about 7_ to 960 cps. For this type muffler, as well as the

resonator type, a considerable amount of iteration is required to locate the

lower cutoff frequency of the attenuation band such as to aI_preciab_y reduce the

sound pressure levels at the lower frequencies. In fact, it is not infrequent
t_t as_liflcatlon occurs at frequencies of _X) cps or less as indicated in

figure B-? at 40 cps, where an amplification of 6 dB is present even though the
overall noise reduction is 14 dB. The reader should therefore be aware that

the results stated in this report are of a preliminary nature which attempt to

explore the amount of noise reduction that is feasible. If actual hardware is

desired, then the proposed configuration should be optimized by means of m_r_
detailed ana1_ysis.

Methods and Procedures

Nature of exhaust noise.- Reciprocatin_ engine exhaust noise is character-
ized by a alscrete frequency spectrum. The frequency spectrum depends upon

engine speed, number of cylinders, flril_&order and exhaust mmnlfold geometry

as yell as the exhaust-masa-flov-tlme-hi_tory details of the individual cylinders.
For an engine whose exhaust ma,_zLfoldgeometry is such that the acoustic dis-

turbanees from the various cylinders travel the same distance to a counor point

of expulsion into the atmosphere, then the dominant contribution to the exhaust

noise will occur at the so-called engine fku_n+_5l frequency which is given
by

i fd

S = engine speed, r1_

N = number of cylir_ders

! In actuality, however, the exhaust smmifold geometry may be. such that an
engine harmonic or subharmonic may contribute the major portion of the total

i exhaust noise. It 1o f_r this reason that measurement and anal_rsls Of theexhaust noise for operational conditions e_st be conducted In order to s._cur-

ately locate the frequencies at which the major noise components are being
radiated. From this knoeledge a muffler aesign and/or m_dlftcatlon of
exhaust system can be undertaken to provide some exhaust nolse re_actlon.

MufTilnA of e ,x_ust noise.- Mufflers for englne-exhsust systems are
perhaps more accurately described u lov-pe_s acoustic tilters _es/Kned to have
a minims impedance fez stea_ volume _s and to have a hash lape_e _or •
oscillating voluRe flo_s characteristic of acoustic raves. The _ l_pedsnee

o B.2 -

i
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f,_rthe sound waves is provided by reactive-type acoustic devices an_/or by an

absorbing medium. The reactive devices consist of expansion chambers or side

bra,ch resonators which impede the exhaust noise by reflecting it back into
the snurce. Absorbing media simply convert acoustic energy into heat, hence

bringing about attenuation of noise by means of a dissipation process. Reactive

i devices work well for frequencies up to about 900 to 600 cps, whereas dissipation
devices work better for the higher frequencies 2bore 600 cps. Since aircr%ft

: engine noise spectra indicate t_hatthe greater part of the noise lies in the
20 - 500 cps frequency range, only reactive mufflers will be considered in this
report.

Successful aircraft muffler design requires that three criteria be
satisfied:

1. Acoustical criterion: Specifies the overall attenuation or noise

reduction to be achieved and thp detailed modleications of the spectrum by the
addition of the muffler.

2. Back pressure criterion: Specifies the minimum pressure drop through
the muffler at given operating conditions of temperature and mass flow.

3. Aerodynamic criterion: Specifies the m_ximum allowable volume and
weight as well as restrictions on shape.

Although there is necessarily a trade-off between these three criteria for

a given practical application, only the acoustical performance of mufflers will
be discussed at present in order to give the reader an appreciation for the

upper limits of noise reduction that are possible. The criteria of minimum
back pressure %nd minimum aerodynamic penalty will then be seen to place

definite limits on the attainable noise reduction for a given aircraft and

operating conditions. Also, it is clearly impractical to reduce engine noise
levels more than 9 dB below the levels of other noise sources on the aircraft
since the higher level effectively masks the other for differences of this

order or greater.

Th? sound attenuating characteristics of a muffler system are determined

by examinin_ the sound pressure spectrum of the exhaust noise that is to be

reduced. Then, by essentially a trial and error procedure, various combina-

tions of expansion chamber - resonator combinations are analyzed by means of a
general computer program which produces a graph of the attenuation through the
m_Affler as a function of frequency. Usually it is most efficient to begin with

the simplest system and progress to more complicated systems until one is found

adequate for the Job. A flow chart describing this procedure is shown in
figure B-5.

It was not necessary to go through the above entire procedure for each _.
configuration investigated in this report. For examples it was obvlc_s as i
more experience was gained that a particular type of muffler would be most

efficient for a given situationp in which case the design computations were
carried out without further ado. Also, it should be pointed out that, whereas
ma_7 assumptions underlie the computational procedure, the resulting attenuation

- B-_-

?
..... I
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curves vere biased in accordance vith experimental results in reference B-I.

Hence, it is believed that the resulting estimates of engine noise attenuation
are, to some extent, conservative.
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APPENDIX C

WEIGHT ESTIMATES

M. L. Sis_on

Propeller and Reduction Gear Weight Estimation

i Propeller blade weights are based on scaling factors applied to the

existing aluminum alloy olade. This method assumes chat the thickness-to-

chord ratio at each percentage of propeller tip radius station is maintained.
The weight of each aluminum alloy blade becomes:

chord I diameter I

weight I_ ch°rdo x dlametero x w_ight0 ,

where subscript "0" refers to the original blade and subscript "i" refers to
the new blade.

Propeller hub weights were scaled from the existing controllable pitch
hub. The scaling factor used was the total blade centrift%gal force (cen-

trifugal force per blade times the number of blades) raised to the eight-
tenths power.

Weights of production reduction gears -_ three reciprocating engines
were obtained by subtracting the weights of direct drive engines from the

weights of the same engines with reduction gearing. These three weights were

then plotted versus normal rating output torque on log-log graph paper
(figure C-I). It was found that a straight line very accurately fitted these
cases. Weights for reduction gears were read from this curve.

Exhaust System Weight Estimation

no different sized single cavity resonator mufflers and one double

expansion chamber were investigated. For the front engine the single cavity
resonator mufflers were assumed to be basically cylindrical and mounted under

the cabin behind the nose wheel and forward of the main landing gear. The two
sizes of mufflers would be approximately 12 and 13 inches in diameter by 2.8

and 3.8 feet long. The present exhaust pipes would be extended ale_-aide the

nose wheel, being brought together behind the nose wheel at the muffler

I entrance. The single cavity resonator mufflers for the rear engine would be

C-I
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mounted below the engine within the cowling. The double expansion chamber
mufflers were assumed to be combined into one common shell of modified

eliptical cross section approximately 6.6 by 19.8 inches in cross section and

I0 feet long mounted along the left side of the fuselage.

The weights of the mufflers &re based on the use of .037 inch (20 ga.)

stainless steel for pipes and the 2.22 cubic foot cylindrical end the

double expansion chamber _flers, and .050 inch (18 Ka.) stsinless steel
for the other muffler shells.

Weights of the various proposed modifications are summarized in table
C-I.

Figure C-2 shows the muffler insto/_lations which form the basis of the

weight <stimates presented herein. It is noted that the ground clearance of

the Modification [ circular cross section mufflers is one or two inches less

thc_ that of the front propeller. The muffler gro,_nd clearance can readily

be increased by _pproximately three inches oy using ellptical or oval cross

section mufflers at a weight penalty of two or three pounds.

C-2
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TABLE C-I

0-2 Weight.Summ_ry

Modification I-A
[

Front ermine propeller weight increase -IT.& ibs.
Front engine muffler installation 29.65
Rear engine propeller weight increase -18.05

Rear engine muffler weight increase 22.1

Tot_lweight increase 16.50 Ibs.

Modification I-B

Front engine propeller weight increase -17.5 lbs.

Front engine muffler instailation h8.1
Rear engine propeller weight Increase -18.O5

Rear engine muffler weight increase _o.q
Tot_l weight increase _2.65 ibs.

Modification II
i ii , ,,

_ront engine propeller e_ndgear weight incre_e 13.3 Ibs.

Rear engine propeller and gear weight increase 13.0

Exhaust system weight increase _0.2
Total weight increase 116.5 ibs.

C-3
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TABLE C-I

Propeller Weight guam:sty

Basic Propeller ° 2 blade, D'_.33 ft.

Weight of 2 blades 21.2 lbs.
Front propeller hub weight 3M.8

Weight of front propeller 56.0 Ibs.

i Weight of 2 blades 21.2 ibs.
Rear propeller hub weight 36.8

i_ Weight of rear propeller 58.0 ibm.

Modification_ - 6 blade, I_5.33 ft., b'.533 x basic
t

: Weight of 6 blades 15.25 Ibs.
Weight of front propeller hub 23.35

Total weight of front propeller 38.60 Ibs.
Less basic propeller weight 56.00
Weig.htincrease, front propelle_, -17._ l_s.

Weight of 6 blades 15.25 Ibs.
Weight of rear propeller hub ,, 2_.70

Total weight of rear propeller 3_._5 Ibs.

i Less basic propeller weight
Weight increase, rear propeller --o._r_ADS.

i

Modification II- 6 blade, I_6.33 ft., b'.53 x basic

i

Weight of 6 blades 17.9 Ibs.
Weight of front propeller hub 30.4

Total weight, front propeller _.3 iba.

Less weight of basic propeller _6.0
Weight increase, front pro_eller -7.7 Iba.
Re_ction gear weight increue 21.00 Ibs.

! Weight increase for front e_ae 13.3 ib,.

Weight of 6 blades 17.9 Ibe.
Weight of rear propeller hub ._

Total weight, rear propeller
Less weight of buie propeller 58.0
Weight increase, rear propeller -_.0 'Ib|.
Reduction gear wei_t increue 21.0
Weight increase for rear e_ 13.0 ibs'.
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TABLE C-I

O-2 Muffler Weight Summ_

Modification I-A

Front en_Ane muffler installation 29.65 ibs.

Rear engine muffler installation 33.7
Total muffler system weight 63.35 l_s.
Less existing muffler Installation 11.6

Weight increase due to mufflers 51.75 ibs.

Modificat_ on I-B
i |i

Front engine muffler installation 48.1 ibs.
Rear engine muffler installation 41.6

Total muffler system 89.7 ibs.

Less existing muffler installation 11.6

Weight increase due to mufflers 78.1 ibs.

Modification II

(3:1 ellpse'with center divider)

Shell weight with divider 61.8 lbs.

Internal piping, ta_Ipipes, and flt%ings _O.0
Total muffler system waist _01.8 ibs.
Less existing muffler installation ll.6

Weight increase due to mufflers 90.2 ibs.

c-5
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APPENDIX D

PERFORMANCE, STABILITY AND CONTROL

• By James L. Hassell, Jr., and Ernie L. Anglin
Langley Research Center

i

The O-2A airplane is the military version of the Cessna Model 357 light

plane which is powered by two Continental 10-560 engines rated at 210 horsepower

each and equipped with McCauley 2-blade, 76-inch diameter, constant-speed,
_1_u_.-feathering propellers This airplane is characterized by the unusual design

feature of tandem power plants; the front engine and propeller operating as a
tractor and the rear engine and propeller operating as a pusher.

The basic performance of the unmodified O-P-& airplane was obtained from

full-scale flight-test results reported in reference D-!. There are no wind- _
tunnel data available for this configuratioa.

Basis for estimatin_ the performance of the modified configurations.-L

Fa:.tors which affect performance may be broken down into three categories:

(i) weight, (2) thrust, and (3) drag. The manner in which each of these factors
is affected by the modifications proposed for noise reduction is as follows:

Incremental weight reductions would result from each of the modified

propellers, and weight penalties would be incurred due to Instailatlon of
mufflers and reduction gearing, as reported in appendix C. The overall effect
of changes in weight for each modification is presented in table D-I which

shows that the maximum weight penalty (sod. II) based on take-off gross weight

was only 2.76 percent.

Thrust can be affected by installation pc_er losses and propeller effi-

ciency. The power losses for the modified cccf_gurationa were assumed to be
_ th._same as for the basic O-2A. With the simple resonating chamber-type _

• muffler_ proposed in this study, back-pressure losses would be inconsequential -

that is, no more than would occur with comparable increased tailpipe length.
• Propeller efficiencles for the modified configurations were assessed to be

equal to the basic propeller efficlencies (except for modifi_tion I at speeds

corresponding to that for maximum rate of climb t which was on]_ 1 percent less
than for the basic case, as shown in appendix A). Static thrust was assessed
to be equal to or better than that of the basic O-2A airplane for all modlflca-

tions (see, also, appendix A). From this assessment, only modificatioms I-A
and I-B would suffer performance losses as a result of decreased t_ust, and _i

then only in the speed range corresponding to that for maximum rate of climb. _ _

Profile drag would increase as a result of the external muffler installa- '
tlons. The proposed mufflers for modifications X-A and X-B would fit co_letel_ _

. within the rear engine cowlt and thereforep no drag penalty would be incurred| _-

how ver, the front engine mufflers for these two _liftcatio_ wo_d be _tmted
under the belly of the airplaue between the nose gear and walm @ear wells, lm

['
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0 the case of modification II, however, both the front engine and rear engine

mufflers would be located in a packs_e along the left side of the fUsel_e as
described in appendix C. The incremental drag coefficient due to each muffler

installation was estimated on the basis of a moderately streamlined bo_7 and
included an interference drag factor. Results were obtained as follows:

e

Mod. I-A Mod. I-B Mod. II

Muffler, volume, ft3 2.22 3.95 3.49 (each)

Muffler dlameter_ in. 12.1 12.7 6.6 x 19.8 ellipse

Muffler frortal area, S_,ft2 0.79 0.88 0.70

Len£th/diameter ratio 2.8 5•6 9.0

Con (ref. D-2) 0.0357 0.0595 0.0870 %

Interference drag factor, kI 2.0 2.0 1.79

Imp_'rfectstreamline factor, k2 1.9 1.9 l.DO

&to 0.00040 0.0OO52 0.00080

where

S.

h •k2
and

S = wing area = 201 ft2

These incremental drag values amount to only 1.7 to 5._ percent of the

basic O-2A zero-lift drag ccefficlent and would be inconsequential at the h_heT
lift coefficients. Therefore, muffler drag would have a small effect on the

top speed of the modified configurations but would have essentially no effect
on the take-off and rate-of-clin_ performance.

Results of performance analysis.- A comparison of the estimated performmm_e i
of the modified versions of the 0-2A airplane with that of the basic airplane
are presented in table D-II. The performance listed under "Basic" are i_ll-

scale flight test results, whereas that listed under each modification is . _
estimated on the basis of the factors _ven in the preceding section and the
data presente_ in figures D-1 throu6h D-4. The basic llt_drag polare of _i
fi_e D-l_were modified t_ addi_ the incremental sero-lift drag coefflelente .
of the appr_riate mufflers to determine the drq of %he modit_ed e_._t@_.
Take-oft _erformm%ce is presented in fi_,_re_.2 for the basic O-2A and modtf_

versions, L,d was affected only _y chants in weight mad average thr_t dur_

2]?:
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the take-off. Rate-of-climb perfor,mnce for the modified configurations was

also only affected by weig_.t and thrust (in the case of sod. I-A and I-B) and

the results are compared with that for the basic O-2A in figure D-3. The m_nner

in which the incremental drag due to the mufflers affects the power required for
• level flight and the consequent effect on top speed is illustrated in figure D-4.

Note that the ordinate, horsepower per engine, m_st be doubled in order to obtain
the total horsepower required.

The tabulated results of table D-II indicate relatively minor performance

losses for the modified configurations throughout the flight envelope. The

poorest take-off performance results with modification I-B and showed only

about 5.6 percent longer distance to take-off and clear a 5C-foot obstacle.

Modification l-B also had the poorest rate-of-climb performance, but again, this
was only about 3.4 percent less than for the basic O-2A airplane. Stall speed

and speed for maximum rate of climb were essentially unaffected by the various

modifications. Maximum speed suffered by i or 2 knots depending mainly on the
drag penalty of muffler installation.

Results of stability and control analysis.- The manner in which the various
modifications _ffect the airplane center-of-gravity location ks presented in

table D-I. Inasmuch as each modification consisted of adding or subtracting

about the same weight in the vicinity of each engine (approximately equidistant

from the basic center of gravity of the airplane), there were no appreciable
effects of the various modifications on center-of-gravlty location. None of the

modifications were considered of sufficient magnitude to affect the aerodynamic

neutral points. Consequently, the stability characteristics of the modified
configurations should be essentially the same as the basic O-2A airplane.

Longitudinal control sensitivity at low flight speeds and with high power
settings (such as during take-off) would probably increase as a result of the

-anallerdiameter propellers of modifications I-A and I-B. This is because the

slipstream dynamic pressure at the tail is a function of propeller _Isc loading,
which is somewhat larger for the decreased diameter propellers.

9
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TABLE D-I.- WEIGHT AND BALANCE SUMMARY

c • -- --Case Basic Weight Useful Gross Weight, Gross-Weight
Empty, ib Load, ib Ib Center of Gravity,

%wJc
t

Basic 3015 1.185 4200 29.1

• Mod. I-A 303Z 1189 & 2#@ 25.1i

Mod. I-B I 5068 1185 42_3 29.0
!

Mod. II 3!_Z 1.185 &_l 7 2h.3

Note i.- Useful Load:

Pilot 200 ib at fuselage station 103
Passenger 200 ib at fuselage station 109

_k_el and Oil 785 lb a% fuselage station 150

Note 2.- Basis for Change _m Basic Weight Empty:

Case Item Incremental Fuselage
Weight Change, lb Station, in

Front propeller -17.4 23

Rear propeller -18.0 251Mod. I-A

Front muffler 2_.V _6

Rear muffler 22. I 205

Tots& l&.¥

Front propeller -17.4 23

Rear propeller -18.0 231Mod. I-B

Front mu/Tler ¥@. I

Rear .raffler 30. 0 192

Total 92. •
,, • H

'. Front propeller - 7.7 2)

Rear propeller - 8.0 231

' Mod. II Front mu_efler 50. _ I_

Rear muffler )_. 3 128

Front gear 21.0 28

Rear gear 21._._._0 226

Total !/£.F

b -.
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TABLE D-II.- SUMMARY OF FERFO._CE

Configuration and Item Basic Mod. I-A Mod. I-B Mod. II

Propeller diameter, ft 6.33 9.33 9.33 6.35

Number of blades 2 6 6 6

Incremental weight due to propellers .... 39 -39 -16

Reduction gearing ......... O.79:1

Incremental weight due to gearing ......... 52

ft3Mufflers, "'" 2. z z go _ g 3. _

Incremental weight due to mufflers --- 51 ?8 q/

Incremental CD due to mufflers --- .00C¥_ .O0052 .00080

Take-off gross weight, lbs 4,200 M,_/$ _,_¥_ M,$I_

Ground distance, ft 809 I¥O Uf@ B60

Air distance to clear 90-ft, ft 630 &&_" 6$_" &_O

Total to clear 50-ft, ft i,h39 /,5"OS" I/SiS" I,FOO

Stall speed power off, kn 59.3 _'_._ J'IP.6 @O.;

SL 1,309 ;,_ I,o I,2L o /,_o

5,000 ft I,010 _ Zr • ?_) _ 06"

Maximum rate I0,000 ft 719 &BO • 7'd" 6_J"

of climb, fpm 19,000 ft h20 390 3B_" @IO

20,000 ft 130 I00 leo /d1_-

Service Ceiling, ft 20,900 I.@,oo0 2.0_._00 _&_.loo

i 9,0oo_ 98 _ _ 9_
Velocity for
maximum rate I0,000 ft I0_ /o _; I*,_ /_

of climb, kn 15,000 _ 108 1_41' _,_ I_lP
TAS

_0,00o ft ll_ Is _ l : _" /I L
, | I i

5,000 ft 17"2 17o /_,o /?0

Vmmx, knots i0,000 _t l_ / @& /$& /_

TAS 15,000 f_ 156 AFt" /J;'_" t.irf

_0,000 ft 136 ;.11f /.it¢" l.tf" _

{
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FigureD-2.- Variationof maximumtwo-erKlinerateof climbwithaltitudeforbasicO-2A
andModificationsI-B andII.
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